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HOMEGROWN
Adams learned leadership through
father, hard work

BY STEVE BRAWNER
Contributing Writer
It’s probably too much to say Chad
Adams was born to be a trucking
company owner, but his rearing
surely prepared him to be one.
Adams, 38, the vice
president of Sterling
Transportation Services, was
born and raised in Broken
Bow, a farming community
in central Nebraska that was
home to about 4,000 people.
His father, Lawrence Adams, and
grandfather, Russ, and other
family members owned a large
cattle feeding operation, Adams
Land and Cattle, that purchased
cattle from across the country to
be fed for market. Lawrence and
wife Marilyn were also co-owners
of a farming operation where the
Adams family raised corn, alfalfa and hay. As
a small child, Chad Adams remembers sitting
in his father’s lap and steering the tractor.
As he grew older, summers and weekends
were spent alongside his younger brothers,
Dan and Dave, feeding and checking cattle,
farming and operating equipment.
“I always enjoyed working and grew
up being treated like other employees out
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there – expected to do a lot and pull my own
weight,” he said.
Lawrence Adams said his son from
childhood demonstrated the traits to be a
business leader.
“He was always a really hard worker and
always kind of took charge,” he said. “He was
an Eagle Scout, and in Scouts he was a leader
and always up and working with the younger
Scouts and really doing a good job. And then
growing up on the farm, when he was still in
high school, he basically took over the haying
operation and managed that and two or three
other men on probably about 500 acres of
hay through the summer, and (he) still did
his activities in school and worked on the
farm and cattle.”
The experiences were invaluable in
preparing Adams for the trucking industry.
He grew up around heavy equipment and
learned about hard work and responsibility.
The cattle feeding and farming operation
was a 24-7 business where the work did
not stop until it was finished. Timing was
critical in the haying operation; hay had to
be bailed baled at the right time, even if that
meant working in the middle of the night.
Meanwhile, he was influenced by his dad,
who he calls “the hardest working man I
know.”
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“He’s always been, I guess I’d say, driven
to do well, and he’s getting to retirement
age, but I don’t see him slowing down,” he
said. “Still works hard. He enjoys the things
that he does, and I really look up to him and
respect him for that. One of those guys, he
enjoys what he does so it doesn’t seem like a
job or work.”
After high school, Adams studied
agribusiness at the University of Nebraska
– Lincoln. In addition to his classes, he
interned at a Goodyear manufacturing plant

in Lincoln, where he managed some shifts,
and then was an intern in the ConAgra Trade
Group’s economic research department.
After college, he began working in
the shipping department for Cargill Meat
Solutions in Schuyler, where he was trained
in operations management. The plant
employed a couple of thousand people
and harvested about nearly 5,000 head of
cattle daily, and he was supervising about
20 employees shipping boxed beef while
still in his early 20s. He gives credit to

HUB International Transportation Insurance Services, Inc.
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solutions, national coverage, local
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managers who taught him about business and
managing people.
“There’s a lot of meat going through
there. … What I learned, you have to work
with a lot of different people to get things
done,” he said.
Raised the son of a business owner,
Adams long had wanted to be his own boss –
to figure things out, to make decisions, and
to be rewarded for hard work.
The opportunity to do that arose after
he’d been with Cargill about five years. Joe
Hoye, who had worked with Lawrence
in another cattle business, also owned a
small trucking company in 2005 when
Cargill approached him with a chance to
do additional business in Blair, Nebraska. A
resident of Atlantic, Iowa, Hoye did not want
to move to Nebraska, so he needed partners.
“Those two were friends and did cattle
business together, and my dad had told Joe,
‘I have a son that keeps telling me that he’d
like to work for himself,’ so here we are,”
Adams said.
The three partners came up with a
name, Sterling Transportation Services, with
“Sterling” meant to reflect the company’s
commitment to excellence. Adams left Cargill
and moved to Blair and became vice president
of operations. His dad became president
while Hoye was vice president of sales. Soon
afterwards, Adams’ brother, Dan, joined the
company and today manages human resources
and safety.
Adams said starting the business was
about more than just being an owner. Family
ties were also a big part of the decision.
“The opportunity was there, and I knew
that I wanted to take advantage of the
opportunity to be a business owner, but also
very important to me was the opportunity to
work with my father,” he said.
Sterling Transportation Services, also
known as STS, is a local and regional hauler
of bulk agricultural and industrial goods
– mostly feed and processed agricultural
products, along with corn, soybeans and
wheat, but also limestone, ash and fertilizers.
Three trucks haul coal. Some of the products
it hauls end up in pet foods. Its customers
range from large, multinational agribusinesses
to family farms. Its coverage area is the upper
Midwest – Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and the
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Dakotas. The company has two locations –
a home office in Blair and also a shop and
small office in Oskaloosa, Iowa, to support
operations in that state. About a dozen of the
STS trucks are based there.
The company started with four tractortrailers and has grown slowly but steadily to
about 30.
Most of its new business has come
through customer referrals, but it’s also
expanded by creating new companies. In
2008, STS Truck Services was born offering
heavy duty repair and maintenance for
customers. It was started after other local
trucking companies inquired about Sterling’s
own repair and maintenance services. It also
sells diesel fuel.
“We had customers or people that came
to us needing help with that, and we have a
great crew of maintenance staff, and so we
pivoted a little bit, not just to take care of our
own vehicles but to help other people take
care of their vehicles,” Adams said.
In 2013, the company extended its reach
nationwide by creating Sterling Brokerage
Services for hauling bulk agricultural and
industrial goods. As with the repair and
maintenance services, it grew from requests
by customers who wanted to ship to areas
where STS didn’t cover.
“That’s been a newer and exciting part
of our business,” Adams said, “and that is
really because we have customers that needed
help moving things in areas where we didn’t
have trucks, and so by starting the brokerage
company we were able to, again, extend our
services out to people in a new way to help
them.
“I think it’s an extension of what we’ve
done before. Our customers enjoy working
with us because we’re reliable; we’re
trustworthy; we do a good job; we do what
we say we’re going to do. That gives us the
ability to do things nationwide in places
where our trucks aren’t at or be able to take
on larger jobs, too.”
That same year, the company started
Platinum Xpress, which offers long-haul
trucking in the eastern half of the country,
also for bulk and industrial goods, using six
Volvo trucks with walking floor trailers. As
with other services, it was started as a result
of customer demand, and the plan is to grow
that part of the business.

Adams said his role in
the company is to “bring
on the right people and let
them do the right things,”
and to “develop the systems
process and people.” And
as Sterling Transportation
Services has expanded, his
role has changed.
“When we first started
it, we were pretty small, so
I had to do a lot of things
hands-on myself,” he said.
“As we’ve grown, and
grown into some, I guess,
different types of business with the repair
and maintenance business and the brokerage
business, there’s been many, many things
that I’ve learned, and my role’s changed from
doing to more leading.”
Adams describes himself as hard working
and a self starter, as well as an early riser who
takes charge and gets things done. He likes
to learn and knows his company can always
improve, and he’s determined to help it do
so. He also likes helping others succeed.

“I enjoy learning about the industry, our
customers and their challenges,” he said.
“There are hardworking and outstanding
people throughout the industry. People trust
us to support their businesses, and that feels
good. There is a sense of satisfaction when a
job is done right. I truly enjoy watching our
team help customers by taking their ‘pain’
away by providing transportation solutions
for them.”
Continues
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Adams with some key members of his Sterling Transportation team

Lawrence said his son is a good leader.
“He’s a deep thinker, strategic, has good
people skills and he understands what people
are going through and so he can help them
work through and lead them where we need
to get to. Very strong,” he said.
Asked to describe his dad’s leadership
style, Chad Adams said, “I would say that
he does a nice job of developing people and

helping them succeed in their roles.”
Sterling Transportation Services started
with a few drivers. Combined, the companies
now have more than 50 employees, whom
Adams credits for the organization’s success.
“If the drivers and technicians weren’t
here doing the work, the rest of us don’t
have much of a reason to exist here in our
business, so our job is to support them and

help them succeed at what they do – taking
care of our customers,” he said.
Key team members, most of whom have
been with the company about 10 years, are
controller Tracy Jahnel; Dewain Godfrey,
who manages the brokerage and long haul
sectors; Bob Harper, who manages the repair
and maintenance business; and Brian Nielsen,
who manages local and regional trucking.
Adams wants them to get the credit they
deserve.
“We’re pretty fortunate to have such
a good group of people working here. …
That group there, they have quite a bit of
experience and have been pretty important
in our success,” he said. “I guess I’d say they
do a great job of taking care of customers.
They’re very committed to getting things
done whenever that may be. They get their
work done and take care of customers.”
The company has tried to keep up with
technological changes. It uses transportation
management system software, and the shop
uses fleet maintenance software to manage
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its workflow. STS has been using electronic
logging devices for about five years. Adams
said the company was an early adopter of that
technology because, “It looked like that’s
where things were heading, but having that
tool helps us manage correctly and manage
safely.”
The company is a member of the
American Trucking Associations and the
Nebraska Trucking Association. While
Adams has not served in a leadership
position, he said he has benefited from the
services Larry Johnson and the NTA provide.
“Larry is great and I have appreciated
his knowledge and advice as we grew,” he
said. “We trust the association to work
through the issues. They do a great job being
the voice of our industry. There is much
regulation in this industry, and one size does
not fit all. Government and industry should
work together to improve safety on the roads.
I appreciate how the association recognizes
safety of carriers and drivers. They do a great
job with education and training.”

Outside of work, Adams lives with his
girlfriend, Jamie, and her two daughters,
Mysti and Kaela. Jamie is supportive of him
and his hobbies, which include camping and
backpacking for days or a week at a time. His
bucket list includes visiting all of the nation’s
national parks, and he has been to nearly
half of them. Highlights have included, with
his father and brothers, backpacking and
camping in the backcountry of Yosemite
National Park, which he said offered
“spectacular scenery,” and rafting 188 miles
through the Grand Canyon.
“I like being outdoors and I like being
able to get away,” he said. “It’s nice to be able
to unplug occasionally, even though when
I’m gone, I still think about work, and I’m
ready to get back to work when it’s time,
when it’s over. But I enjoy being outdoors
and getting out to see things that other
people don’t get to see and experience.”
Rooting for the Cornhuskers is another
pastime. A lifelong fan, he attends several
football games a year, home and sometimes

away when his work allows. He enjoys
tailgating before games in a pregame
atmosphere that’s friendly to fans of visiting
teams. He also likes reading biographies,
history books, and books about leadership
and management. The company has a trailer
BBQ smoker, which he mans for employees
and for customer appreciation events.
“That’s about as big and crazy as I get,
but I enjoy being able to do that,” he said.
After more than a decade in business,
the company continues to do well, growing
slowly by learning what customers want and
then giving it to them. And what about the
future? More of the same – getting bigger
and better.
“I still want to continue working hard and
serving our customers well,” he said. “Our
business grows mostly through customer
referrals. We have a great, great team of
people, but we want to keep getting better
at what we do, developing the skills of our
team. … The important thing to us is that we
do a good job for our customers.”
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